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Publisher:
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2

Processor: 2.6 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM
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DirectX: Version 11
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8 bit armies soundtrack

This is certainly one of the best games I have ever played. I wish there were more games like this one!. the dark souls of wine
games. For just $2 this game is well worth it. It's not too hard of a game and not a bad puzzle game. Just make sure you play it
with a timer otherwise you won't get too much challenge out of it. Took 7 hours to complete Story and Arcade mode but kept
me entertained.

Will definatly buy part 2 and 3 when they are even cheaper on special like this one was. Enjoyed the game.... For an old game it
had some interesting evolution ideas. I enjoy the first few phases most, they have the most interesting skills. Controls do feel a
bit clunky. The game is worth buying and playing when it's on special.. The visual changes of the left upgrade path are a nice
addition, however as soon as one purchases the missile upgrade (upgrade 2 on the left path) the old missile texture is used but
with a square base instead of a round one. Since the missile upgrade is more or less essential when playing, the new textures are
almost never seen.. Flying over Far East ASIA is more Interesting more Exciting!
a little error like the paces of some hoses around airport......(but it very rare case...)
My home town is more realistic....so, I enjoy Flying This Toposim place.. Amazing in my opinion. I have searched for a game
like Tyrian 2000 for a long time and suddenly it was on my doorstep, offcourse there is alot of difference, ship building is alot
more complicating to my delight and at the end I had a pretty neat ship that blasted most, but it was at the same time not super
powerful because I lack the ability to make such a ship,^

story was great, writing this review as the creds are rolling by

simply put, I love this game
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If you enjoy puzzle games that remind you of Myst, ignore the negative reviews here and give this game a shot. Elansar is pretty
good game. The puzzles and plot both make sense and tie together well. The game had an engaging story, and it's definitely
worth at least the $1 it's being sold for.

It's true that it's short and has little replay value, but there are no bugs and it does come across as a finished product. I felt a
sense of accomplishment when I beat it. One minor issue is that once you beat the game you can't play anymore unless you
manually delete your save data or reinstall the game, but if you solved this game's puzzles then this is no problem.

Bottom line: If being stuck on a mysterious island appeals to you, give this a shot to cut your teeth on before moving up to some
of the longer, more difficult games.. This game is incredible! I played it with the developers during an Extra Life charity stream.
I loved it so much and had such a blast with them and my friends that there was no way I could pass this game up. It's a ton of
fun and I greatly look forward to playing it more now that it's released. One BILLION stars!. I think I have an adiction to Nacy
Drew games. If nobody hears from me in the next 48 hours then call 911. On the right side the paint is flipped. Not recommend
until fixing. It works good. awesome game! very funny!. Only time I didn't get ninja'd in the key raffle.
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